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twitter here and twitter there 

 

(a tale about men and wo-men with some nobility outside) 

(eine geschichte ueber herrlichkeiten, daemlichkeiten und die suche 

nach der herrin) 

 

a fairy tale from ancient russia 

translated into simplified english 

commented in english and german 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

compiled by andreas tuengler, m.d. 

 

e-book free of charge via  

ginsterkitten.com

as german language is corrupt in 

terms of gender equality the author 

did not pay any attention to this ... 

sometimes he used the male form 

only, other times the female 

equivalent was used ... it is too 

complicated this language ... the 

author is very sorry for that. perhaps 

he could never have mastered this 

language if he did not learn it 

BEFORE school. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

scientific facts for the mass-

poisoning of people going on right 

now (summer 2015) is here:  

http://memoryholeblog.com 

“from persuasion to coercion: 

psychopharma’s ‘priesthood of the 

mind’ (article by James f tracy, PhD,) 

– http://tinyurl.com/9yhnlom 

globalresearch.ca 

or in “Nexus New Times” dec 2012 – 

http://memoryholeblog.com/
http://tinyurl.com/9yhnlom
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there have been an old man and an old woman 
they were poor, had neither wood nor something else to make a fire 

 
 

 

 
the old woman sent her spouse into the forest to get some wood 
the old man got ready to go … he comes to the forest, finds a tree 

and tschak, tschak – he is trying to cut that tree with his axe 
 

 

suddenly a small bird appears and sings 
"tweet here, tweet there, what is ur desire?" 

„start the simulator“ textzitat von 

der cd „foot oft he mountain“ der 

norwegischen band „a-ha“ 

on this cd there is another song 

called “riding the crest” with the 

following lines: 

“there comes a time 

u don’t even know what’s missing 

some sugar to make the pill go 

down ...” 

better u know how they are 

controlling u and why u are in a 

„block time realm“, sold, 

determined and „caged in“, „locked 

in“ ... just to b „their“ slave for the 

rest of ur comfortable life as a 

typical western style „consumer 

chick“ ... welcome to the fulfillment 

of „their“ dreams ! u do not matter 

anymore, they want to make u think 

that u are just a number living 

comfortably and „pseudo“ happy ... 

paying all their debt for the rest of 

ur life ... deine eltern wollten nur das 

beste von dir, jetzt nehmen sie es 

sich ... niemand hat dich je gefragt, 

... und FREI warst du geboren, 

perfekt und voll innerer schoenheit 

... doch indoktrinierung faengt mit 

sprache an und die erde ist der 

ausgangspunkt ... die groesste 

gefahr ist zugleich die groesste 

chance auf erden: es war schon 

immer so und bedarf viel mut und 

einer portion „freundlichkeit“, um 

ereignishorizonte zu ueberschreiten 

auf dem weg hin zu anderen 

dimensionen ... 

earth is now changing into a state 

above and beyond „duality“. that is 

why old habits and addictions might 

become a trap and that is why so 

many people are helplessly lost in 

circles of addiction, habit and 

dependency of others 

“neverlost” by chad archibald is an 

excellent movie about the state of 

most consumer-people  nowadays, 

but it shows a stepfather / son 

conflict too. problems as 

“sleeplessness”,”hearing voices”, 

“justice system” and “learned 

psychologists treating clients”. if u 

watch it, put ur attention on the role 

of food and stimulants! 
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"my wife needs wood and spans!” 
(that small wooden pieces u would need to incent a fire) 

 

"just go home, there is plenty of wood and spans" 

 

he is happy and leaves the tree alone 

he comes home - 

his whole yard is full of wood and spans 

 

 

gus-lefilm.fr 

other good movies: 

 

„free birds“, 

„die drachenjaeger“ 

„lorax“ 

„merida“ 

„rise of the 

guardians “ („hueter 

des lichts“) 

“die legende  vom 

weihnachtsstern” 

“le garcon et le 

monde” 

“cinderella” (2015) 

“ratatouille” (pixar) 

 

excellent movie reflecting the 

rotten industrial agriculture and 

illustrating the prospect of 

interstellar spacetravel close to 

reality ... with some breathtaking 

quantum-physical implications ... 

things they do not teach in 

schools, cos they do not want u to 

be the master of ur own destiny 

providung a good update on 

human psychology 

 

it is very frightening how subtle 

indoctrination via language, food 

and authority works. u do not 

remember it, given the fact that 

only 5% of ur information is 

processed on a conscious level. the 

rest is done unconsciously and that 

is the way they try to hack into ur 

system ... better get the facts and 

EEEEESSSSCCCCAAAAPPPPEEEEE 

 

the germans have 

been one of the 

nations selected for 

large scale 

indoctrinisation ... do 

not ask me why and 

how me does know 

this ... just get urself 

out of the state of 

ignorance ... for ur 

own sake ... 

german language 

(similar to british 

english) is essential 

devoid of natural 

development, it was 

an artificial thing, 

brought into 

existence by 

scholars, not by 

simple folks ... all 

other languages 

have been 

eradicated ... that is 

their system of 

“ideocide” alongside 

all this “genocide” ... 

wake up, break out, 

b free – if u can !!! 
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magicians 
 

 
 

comment is on the right hand side 
 

back 2 da story 
 

he tells his wife about the birdy, and she says: 
 

"our home is so rotten, go back to the forest, perhaps the bird can 
upgrade our home" 

 
 

 
 

ur body is home to ur very soul 
upgrading ur body is the same as 

creating more space for ur very soul 
 

there is another uplifting book by rich roll, a man mastering his own midlife crisis ... 
(those vegan raw food athletes or icons most often did suffer a great deal before they 
made the transition to their healthy way of living. u would be surprised how sick most 

of them had been in their youth ... (it is worth to learn from their stories, cos u have one 
life only ... most of u) ...”sein alltag bestand aus arbeit, stress, junk food und tv-

abenden auf dem sofa. fast 25 kg uebergewicht“ und ... er konnte „keine treppe mehr 
ohne keuchen oder verschnaufpausen steigen“. seine art der sportlichen betaetigung 

bestand darin, den muell aus dem haus zu bringen.) 
 

rich roll “finding ultra” (... wie ich meine midlife-krise ueberwand und einer der 
fittesten maenner der welt wurde ...). unimedica.de 

Merlin und seine Muse 

die keltische mythologie ist eine der 

eco- und baumfreundlichsten. 

gleichzeitig gibt es eine 

priesterkaste, wobei zauberinnen 

und zauberer die geschicke der 

menschen lenken bzw. mittler zu 

hoeheren welten sind. sie scheinen 

gleichberechtigt zu sein. 

die kinotrilogie „der hobbit“ stellt 

diese art der spirituellen 

„attraction“ ziemlich gelungen dar 

anhand des gandalf und der 

schoenen, ein ideal verkoerpernden 

galadriel (teil II: eine unerwartete 

reise) 

bemerkenswert ist der in der natur 

lebende kollege von gandalf, dessen 

tiefe verbundenheit mit der 

schoepfung ihn als einen der ersten 

erkennen laesst, in welcher gefahr 

mutter natur sich befindet 

interessant auch, am beginn der 

trilogie das leben des frodo als 

„comfortably numb“ und sein nur 

widerwilliges ausbrechen aus 

seinem bequemen leben in ein leben 

der echten freiheit (he has become 

„divergent“ in the course of the 

movie) 

ergaenzende filme mit realitaetsbezug in 

2015:  

„the host“ („seelen“) 

„hueter der erinnerung“ („the giver“) 

„rise of the guardians“ („hueter des 

lichts“) 

1:00 “rieche ich da etwa speck?” 

“nichts wird mich davon abhalten, das 

hier zu essen” 

aus dem film “neverlost”, nicht erhebend 

der film, aber sehr heilsam, besonders in 

gegenden, die dem alkohol zugetan sind, 

zeigt er doch die generation eltern, die 

aus verzweiflung trinkt und raucht und 

deren kinder, die weiter entwickelt sind, 

auch wenn sie noch fleisch essen. krass 

das ende, wo vergebung einfacher 

gewesen waere, denn der blick zurueck 

kann teufelskreise aus verbitterung eben 

nicht sprengen ... solange nicht, wie der 

blick nach vorn in richtung echte 

spiritualitaet verbaut ist. dieser weg ist 

solange verbaut, wie schlacken aus 

tierprodukten und junkfood das herz 

verengen. 
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we are living in mysterious times where u suddenly could find urself 
“down the rabbit hole” entering different dimensions of space-time 

 
earth has become mystic again. u can only find this mystical atmosphere in  wild and pristine nature. 
modern and artifical cities loose their connection with divine nature. they are places where u have to 
be “mad” in some ways, in order to be able to exist nowadays. it becomes risky now with their idea of 

control and order. their normality is so apparently sick that it is almost ridiculous what they talk. 
 
 

 
 
 

“... i do not want to be happy if it is at the expense of other’s happiness...” 
from a book by eminent russion author dostojewskij 
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neusprech 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
“the blind leading the blind” is only possible thru “followers” 

 

 

 
this is the normality in western collectivism - societies 

 
 

 

 
u can ask urself why such followers are called “motherhuggas” 

or by a similar and more explicit term used in american slang english ... and 
perhaps not even “their leaders” do know about subtle indoctrination thru 

language and governmental & private media corporations. this brainwash is worst 
within the realm of human health and officially taught academic medicine. 

a free magazine in two languages for a multi-language country which has never been a 
nation … so the message is presented differently for the french speaking part and the 

flamish speaking part, and it is free, u can get it everywhere in train stations across belgium 
… an ideal medium for daily brainwash activity to keep minds busy. what is most disturbing 

is the fact that belgium suffered the most during WWII under german invasion. now 
something is repeating ... it is the same guys but hiding behind thick walls and cameras. it is 

“merchants”. globalised economic fascism ... 

this neighboring country (belgium) is 
now supposed to be as poor as greece, 
but nobody dares to talk about this … 

too dangerous, cos politics is still being 
made in it’s capital – bruxelles (all this 

euregio stuff etc.) ... actually this 
country is not poor at all, 

it is just made poor by some guys 
always keeping in the background of 

the scene 

 

in fact it is not poor, it is only citizen 

made poor by taxes, loans and deflation 

... just to be “under control”, bound in 

modern day “slavery” and oppression ... 

sad story, very sad 

 

problem of the modern male 

 
call it “vasallentreue” oder 

“burschenschaft”, he is under the spell 
of his wife, 

he is not grown up 2 b a real man, cos 
his subconscious mind is controlled by 
his wife at home and controlled by his 

boss at work – a very schizophren 
situation – very “paranoia producing” ... 

dangerous indeed 

 

if he is single, he usually follows some 

ideal. if u know what is representing this 

ideal u can understand the ‘mad ways’ 

he is apparently following. if he is weak 

then he will follow his peers. if he is hi in 

society u can imagine who has been the 

“boss of this enterprise”: ... the s.. of the 

d.... (!)  a 2000 year’s deception is 

ending now ... if u want it ending: very 

individual thing - very personal 

control is via gut flora, via human 

microbiome 

milk is intended for children – it used 2 
be mother´s milk for calves or sheep or 

goats 
 

they ’mothahuggas’ even waste all 
resources intended for another 

generation – for their egomanicac goals 
 

u can access their plans openly 
laid out as developmental agenda 

reaching as far as 2020, which by itself 
is a big lie, cos it will not come true that 

way 
 

escape is difficult, cos of peer pressure 

and being kept “comfortably numb”, 

but still possible – the vegan way is safe 

(!) all else might be a dead end ... no 

matter how attractive it seems (!!!) 
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they drink cows milk or goats milk, not knowing that is is devoid of any nutritional value. 
they think they are something with their suits or overalls and white milk - moustaches invisible to us 

 
(u could smell the rotten scent of animal protein if u were an animal) 

alissa hamilton “die milch macht’s – wie ein grundnahrungsmittel unsere gesundheit ruiniert” 978 3 570 50189 4 („got milked – the great 
dairy deception and why u will thrive without milk“ harper collins publ., toronto, canada, 978 006 236 2100) 

 

 

 

fact is - u can never become a real man while feeding on a mixture made of water, fat and dead 

bacteria. the reason behind this is ur gut microbiome which constitutes more than 90% of all cells 

inside ur body. they do have control over u as long as u are trapped in this illusion world of lots of 

consu 

 

 

a real picasso – did u ever wonder why beutekunst is given back to owners in the u.s.a. only. but what has been with beutekunst from 
eastern europe? – would it not be better to leave it all in museums worldwide to be accessible to all of humanity free of any charge? but 

some worx of arts should not be known to the general public, cos the truth might be to bright … mostly the heirs of artists are their 
greatest enemies, corrupting the sacred task of art: being a mirror to the world, being a gift from higher worlds to the whole of humanity 
(not being mis-used as an object for so called “art lovers”, which in fact might be cold and corrupt business men, (spiritually) blind, frozen 

to the core - cos of competition, real life business mentality and junk food - but looking for investment … not knowing that in fact they 
have been creators of hell for the masses of hard working modern slavery class called “human capital” or “workforce” in neusprech ... 

they feed u until u die from junk) 
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? WHO IS IN CHARGE ? 

is this world made up by a smart elite of junk, some revoluzzers, some other bad guys 

and a few real men? and many women who cannot but to help this poor creatures … 

just because they need money too ... in order to keep it going, to feed the family and to 

keep some peace within our world 

 

IT IS TOO LATE FOR MOST OF HUMANS 

they are inside, they control u with their neurotransmitters and u better ask urself 
who are u? 

 

answer: a kind of a spaceship fallen into this earthly realm. 

DO NOT WORRY, THEY ARE ALREADY WITHIN YOUR BODY 

IT IS AN INSIDE GAME NOW 

 

 

 
joseph keon “whitewash” isbn 978-0- 86571-676-6 

lena kornyeyeva “die sedierte gesellschaft” isbn 978-3-453-20060-9 

 

the book depicted at the lower end 

of this page is an essential book. 

better u get the facts. it is written by 

joseph keon with full bibliography at 

the end of the book (original papers) 

 
 for further reading (online) 

sagneinzumilch.de   milchlos.de 
 

many people are still craving this 

unhealthy beverage 

in fact they are craving melatonine 

via an old habit 

all was initiated via a pawlow reflex 

in childhood, now we see the 

flashback, cos our environment is 

full of electrosmog which acts as big 

environmental and invisible stressor 

the reason behind is the frequency 
range, which corresponds to 

frequencies where most bodily 
functions are regulated making the 

body less resistant and even 
subject to sinister manipulation 

from outside 
 

they know all. and there are secrets 

kept from u. what they do not want 

u to know is how u are manipulated. 

u are even attached to their kind of 

suble manipulation. that is why 

victims of crime often become 

criminals themselves ... a devil’s 

cycle ... nevertheless u would not be 

herer if there wouldn’t be a tiny 

chance to break this vicious circle. 

try to eat only peaceful food, cos 

mind-control is via food chain. 

mostly thru commensal flora within 

ur bowels. did u know that the 

bacteriae used to ferment milk to 

yoghurt in germany are totally 

different from those in switzerland? 

both countries milk drinking citizen 

are controlled via their gut flora ... 

but the degree varies from person to 

person. and that is not the point 

here. there is only one thing which 

can protect u: living in accordance 

with nature, which translates into 

plant based food. the quickest way 

to upgrade ur gut flora is via raw 

vegan chocolate with vegan 

lactobazillae (ombar.co.uk) or 

coconut yoghurt or self made water 

kefir (u need the culture, water, 

zitron and dried figs for instance)  
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dvd movie “stardust” starring michelle pfeiffer, excellent movie about men and ghosts 

they have occupied u, they live inside u and it seems that u r not even the captain of ur spaceship 
… it is all about parasites, candida and yeasts and even worms and other life forms … 

 
 

 

 

(if u do not know whom u have on board and how many blind passengers 

U have inside then u are a conglomerate of crab inside coupled to a wondrous information 

processing machine which gives the ego = u (as long as u r not unity-consciousness) 

 

this exe. lives somewhere on an island in africa … and the author was responsible for giving it some bacon (it was so cute seeing it eating my 
offering with satisfaction …  but at that time me did NOT know about the detrimental effects of animal based protein … just to show that we all 
are dependent on forgiveness: “every sinner has a future, every saint has a past”. stupid ones are those who judge and fight against others not 

knowing that it is their own shadow self which they fight against ... a part of them reflected in the outer actions of other human beings. 

a kind of small condor-like bird, photographed on some caribbean island where a generation of settlers already started to put toxic 
chemicals in their front-yards (fallen to media advertisements, petro-business and wife-husband style of living in a golden cage) … the real 

question is: where did birds like eagles got their exe. eyes from? … via their food as predators? might that be the reason that some men are 
more than obsessed with meat products? but as nature is a mirror to humans (and eagles really have facilities to digest animal based 

protein) this “protein myth” might be a “devils trap” to keep them here life after life, … it was all about the “tree of knowledge” which was 
laden with fruits from hi-er AND lower worlds, but this tree is growing all the time … it makes no sense eating from it anymore, if 

knowledge is unlimited as the heavenly mansions. those spiritual mansions are almost empty … did someone forget to look for the tree of 
life? or did someone try to cut it … like for instance “charlemagne”, this ugly and fat predator, who was cutting down “irminsul” – the 

sacred tree of the ancient pagan saxons (they have been changed by now, cos they too have become mothahuggas ... drinking milk and 
eating junk. do not ask me why both bavaria and saxonia nowadays are called “freistaaten” instead of “bundeslaender” ... 
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FAKE DEMOCRACIES 

 

 

a lot of fake information is flooding in just to keep u under control, manipulation thru colors and images 

90% of all information is taken in unconsciously (subliminals) and we all know some basic facts about it. for instance: 
the decision that u want to lift ur arm at a given moment, comes after the firing of neurons involved in the process of lifting 

ur arm - which is proof that u r locked inside a “block time realm” and the only way out is to truly understand ur poor 
situation of ignorance … so u might feel an urge to change it. it is all about taking control of the “other side”, cos there might 

be a day in ur future when u can feel that part of ur system which is initiating such a “move” in the first place ... that is the 
mystery behind solved for u ... rite here, rite now. “two souls within one chest” need to become one, very simple ... 

if u can feel it u are on ur way to become free. if u cannot feel it, u might be locked inside ur 5% usage of brain capacity for 
ur whole life ... and be sure that every attempt to access the rest of ur real capacity via “enhancement” of any kind is “the 

way of devils” ... leading to a dead end of illusion and dependency on “their addictive substances”. their “agenda” should be 
clear now. that is no big deal. what is frightening is the fact of the ignorance people are kept in, deliberately or not ... 

 

(b happy that u r a lucky one 2 b able 2 read this – murphy’s law is true in block time realm only) 

 

 

 

 

some inner landscapes are as frozen and cold as this picture by CDF, but did u know where ur „frozen state“ is coming from? 
… this “frozen state” might even be the reason that some people reach such an advanced age in western societies, they 

cannot die yet, cos they are afraid of death (already feeling that selling one’s soul was a bad deal) … “der mensch in seinem 
dunklen drange ist sich des rechten weges wohl bewusst” j w goethe “faust”. he became mainstream, he was „geheimrat“ 
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do u know what even one cell in ur body does for u? 

? UR BODY – A BAG OF GARBAGE ? 

do u have an idea who removes all ur garbage which u collect every day while feeding 

on western industrialized junk food? 

 

 

welcome to ur meatrix, ur way out today (in 2015) is even more difficult than 10 years 

ago! 

(they want 2 keep u forever here in this realm of darkness … and the road is wide and 
everybody around u is cheering u up to come with them … if u know a little bit of 

mythology, whist le blower´ stories or even some religion thing u should be aware 
where this roads leads to ... once u know it, u might be shocked out of slumber) 

 

 

 
 

isbn 9781556434990, northatlanticbooks.com 

 
please 4get this religion thing, this is made by men to worship real men 

(it is useless, cos it had been corrupted by those “jokers”, “ciphers” and “agents” all da 
time) 

 
they read all the scriptures and even understand them to da point 

2 bent every positive agenda they can find just 2 become their agenda 

 
THE TRUTH IS OUT THERE, BUT IS IS TOO FRIGTHENING FOR MOST 

 
THAT IS THE REASON WHY THEY PREFER TO STAY IGNORANT

the human body was initially made 

to last forever 

 

but ancient gods fell 

as they have been too long kept 

down here in this earthly realm 

it all started with food 

first was the foam on ocean shores 

and later they started to feed on 

fruits and plants 

satanic forces entered with the 

consumption of carcasses of other 

beings and cannibalism 

now they are active again 

... ignore them completely if u can 

and do find ur own way ! 

 

 

 

 

u can reverse this process 

of aging via changing to a peaceful 

= plant based  diet 

u can tune into higher consciousness 

if u feel the desire to and if u do not 

want to follow some spiritual 

movement 

(it is wise to avoid false guru’s in 

western europe) 

via raw vegan 

fruitarian 

(karma free eating) 

breatharian 

(living on prana) 
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recommended movie from eastern europe 
 

 

many people are forced to obey nowadays ... they need money for living and cannot 
break out of their circle of dependency at home or with friends and work 

 
 

 

THE TRUTH IS: THEY HAVE SOLD UR FUTURE ALREADY, THEY ARE 

OTHER PEOPLE`S SLAVES WANTING THE SAME STATUS FOR U 

 u can translate this to all those busy men working with whatever kind 
of machine to trim their home, garden, car … just to obey, just to engage in something 

other than relax … cos some men cannot relax anymore … 
and if they can, then they might belong to those who need to build, to 

construct, to create just to feel good, just 2 b proud of something 
they can talk about … but u should know that this state is the non-unity consciousness. 

in a state of awakening to real manhood u are not restless anymore, u just 
feel more than other people (like alanis morisette, r. kelly, shania twain, jay-z, nina 

hagen,  thomas d, avril lavigne, xavier naidoo … just to name some celebs) 
 

warning: some celebs might seem to be real awakened humans, but some are fake 
(doing drugs etc) 

but before u start to judge, this above statement is time-bound. that means it could 
have been true yesterday and could be a lie today: cos people can change overnight! 

the role of politicians is to comment and judge all they know from others, they are the 
instrument to shape followers mindset. media like radio and television are their voices. 

this is the reality in those “false democracies”. really sad to witness them fall now. 

 

more on “mind hacking” is on 

VeteransToday.com 

impfkritik.de 

“i don’t speak German but i can if u 

like. Ich schleiban austa be clair es 

kumpent madre monstère, aus-be 

aus-can be flaugen begun be ueske 

but bair ...” from Lady Gaga’s album 

“born this way”, song “scheisse” 

ja, sie ist die nina hagen 

nordamerikas, der schrecken aller 

schwiegermuetter in spe und das 

album ist der absolute hammer (von 

mc hammer hoert man ja nix mehr 

...) krass ist, dass die meisten 

hierzulande eh nix verstehen, wenn 

english gesungen wird ... es lohnt 

ein blick auf audio subtitles bei 

youtube ... viele texte entsprechen 

mehr dem, was der user hoeren will, 

als den original lyrics 

„when pontius comes to kill the king 

upon his throne / i’m ready for their 

stones. i’ll dance dance dance ... “  

krass, hierzulande wird alle gute 

musik sauber in den rahmen des 

kirchlichen gepresst, damit auch ja 

der glaube an ueberweltliches an 

konfessionelles gekettet wird ... 

doch um nicht negativ zu sein, es 

gibt auch echte christen 

hierzulande: theologische-

zoologie.de (eine der seiten). die 

echten christen duerften die besten 

freunde der muslime sein, denn wer 

den koran versteht, der sieht ein 

update der bibel darin. ein update 

der torah=altes testament und in 

gewisser weise eine ergaenzung und 

richtigstellung des neuen ... alles 

andere (kriegerische, negative und 

menschenfeindliche) kam wohl eher 

aus der vorstellung der 

schreibenden, denn aus dem munde 

des propheten, pbuh. christen 

koennen viel lernen in bezug auf 

respekt vor der natur, wie sie echte 

anhaenger des islam zeigen. dass 

die meisten anhaenger des islam 

den koran nicht verstehen, weil sie 

genau wie die christen nicht mit 

dem herzen begreifen koennen, ist 

eine andere geschichte. 
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THEIR NETWORKS ARE SO TIGHTLY WOVEN, THAT THEY MUST COLLAPSE ALTOGETHER AND VERY 

SUDDENLY ... THERE IS NOTHING THAN TO RELY ON URSELF IN OUR TIMES OF RENEWAL 

 

page from the author’s book “drakenwake – from junk science to holy science” downloadable on 

www.ginsterkater.com  
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back 2 da story 

 

the old man obeys 
the man starts again with trying to cut a tree 

again the small bird appears 
"twitter here and twitter her, tell me what is ur desire!" 

 

 

 
o birdy, my house is old and “kaputt”, could u renew it a bit? 

go home, u will find a new home and more than enuff of what u would need 
 

 
 

IT IS ALL ABOUT WHAT U FORGOT (SECRETS HIDDEN FROM U) 
AND IT IS ALL ABOUT U ‘D RATHER FORGET (INFORMATION CONTROL) 

 
THE CONCEPT OF TIME IS THE BIGGEST OF ALL ILLUSION 

IN HOPI  LANGUAGE (native american people’s language) THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS TIME
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back 2 da story 

the old man comes back home and … surprise! there is a new house. 
 

(now u see how this tale has the same ingredients as the “faust wagner story” in j w 
goethe’s work “faust” with low level manhood being the “faust consciousness” and his 

apprentice / student / practicant wagner as a kind of follower …) 

 
 

 
 
 

a 2015 version of this u can find in the movie “ex_machina” from UK 2014 … excellent, 
depicting the advent of arteficial intelligence and the corrupted state of brilliant minds 
depending on recreational drugs (alcohol) ... a lost generation of scholars who did not 

find meaning in life ... if u are following them, watch the end of this movie !!! 

 

 
bread is there as much as u like, cows, horses and sheep ... u cannot 

count them all 

... so many they are! 

 

a while they lived quite happily, but the old woman got ill-tempered 

because of too much comfort. 

now u know who is in charge, who is “their ideal”. old and rotten, wrinkled and frozen 

to the core, and yet still wanting to control everything ... hellish is this, truly, they are 

devils in disguise. no matter how smart they might talk to you, they want to take it all 

on the left hand side there are 2 

movie recommendations from 

europa 

many movies are inspired by current 

developments and are in fact a 

reflection of some kind of reality 

very close to what is already 

happening at some corner of our 

world 

 

we have so called “break away” – 

civilisations, cos “ascension” 

happens on a very personal level 

now 

 

humanity has been ready in 2012 

with some exception 

germany and united states of 

america could not solve their family 

problems (emotional familial 

problems as shown in german movie 

“saphirblau” (part of it was filmed in 

aix la chapelle –aken) or american 

movie “dark shadows” featuring 

johnny depp) 

 

now we have to deal with remnants 

of very rotten agendas ... they are 

being reproduced even despite the 

fact that all has been leaked and 

most people do know about the 

stories behind the daily headlines in 

brainwashed mainstream media 

safety is not by digging out most 

recent “truths”, but by tuning into 

universal consciousness called “unity 

consciousness” 

vegan is the first step 

u can listen to emf and their debut 

album “schubert’s dip”. there is a 

song “children” which is increbile in 

terms of both music and lyrics. the 

author had been to a life - concert of 

this group form uk. at that time he 

was working in a hospital as a male 

nurse caring for old and sick 

patients, cleaning their bodies and 

helping them to get better. 
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GETEILTES LEID IST HALBES LEID ... REALLY ?? 

 

perhaps she got their detox system slowing down approaching the times when u would 
call it menopause. this “menopause” is the point where women turn into man-like if they ate western food (hausdrachen), 

cos they cannot detox via monthly “aderlass” (loss of blood) 
from that point they take over almost every affair in patriarch-societies like western europe. 

men mostly are dying earlier than women, cos of this kind of biblical spell: 
 

“aus der rippe machte er eine frau und brachte sie zu dem menschen. 
der freute sich und rief: „endlich jemand wie ich! sie gehoert zu mir, 

 
(wie „sein name an der tuer“ ? …. opppppsss! bing or yandex mal “Marianne Rosenberg” trash music 

da klingt etwas an in dieser richtung, man koennte auch schreiben, hier entsteht die wo-man, 
eingedenk der tatsache, dass die keltische naturreligion immer einer priesterkaste bedurfte, 

die ja ok war im sinne merlins bei der gralslegende) 

 
weil sie von mir genommen ist“ 

(achtung: das bedeutet, er verlor etwas … vielleicht seine unschuld? 
wir wissen aus der quantenphysik, dass electronen, wenn sie aufeinandertreffen 

ihren spin fuer ewig verschraenken, und damit trotz raeumlichen getrenntseins auf ewig 
verbunden sind … genau wie mann und frau … weil auch quantenphysik nur ein spiegel 
des menschlichen bewusstseins ist. das ist der „fluch“ – bis dass der tod euch scheidet!) 
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? a lifelong dependency due to economical reasons ? 

 

deshalb verlaesst ein mann vater und mutter, um mit 

seiner frau zu leben. die zwei sind dann eins, mit leib und seele. 

zitat aus jued. (thora) christl. (altes testament) bibel 1 buch mose; 2 : 23 

(this is scary but u cannot run away from this fact: as soon as u have a relationship 
with all that what belongs to it u are part of a game of “austausch von koerperfluessigkeiten” 

like „die fantastischen vier“ have put it in one famous song. u could develop really fast with someone 
else reflecting all ur dark aspects, but to accomplish this is almost impossible in western busy societies) 

 

TORN - ZERRISSEN UND DOCH AUF EWIG VERBUNDEN 

 

die beiden waren nackt, aber sie schaemten sich nicht. 

natalie imbruglia „torn“ tells the story from a female perspective (watch the original official video and listen to the lyrics) 
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remnants of thruth 
 

in english language u only have male and female, but in german language u still have maennlich, weiblich und saechlich, 
der, die, das, herrlich, daemlich, wobei herrlich nicht (!) von herr nur kommt, sondern auch von herrin ... there still is a way to 
transform urself from dame to herrin, from man to real man ... that would be if there are no more “2 seelen in einer brust” = 

“unity consciousness”     and in fact there are a lot of people in this world who have made this transition ... even stars as 
“schwiegermutterschreck” lady gaga says something like  “it is not about sex or champagne you holy fool”. nina hagen ist 

sogar noch deutlicher ... gibts leider nicht mehr zu kaufen ihre cd “return of the mother”. 

 
 

 
 

stefan zweig „der kampf mit dem daemon“ 
fast unbekannt ist ein weiteres buch „die augen des ewigen bruders“ – hoch spirituell 

 
nur diejenigen der damen werden sich brueskiert fuehlen, welche die eva rolle spielen und ihrem gevatter alles 

hinterherraeumen bzw. sich wundern, dass der mit seinen gefuehlen nicht klarkommt (die sie selbst kontrollieren oder einst 
kontrolliert hatten … unbewusst). western societies installed this system of sharing responsibilities. it only became rotten 
after being instrumentalised by religious movements. for some low level societies getting married is some men’s way to 

engage in „sexual activity“ approved by society. the dark side is all this perversion etc. outside this religious institutions and 
inside too. even worse: their western diet is made to just stimulate their lower energy system – their lower chakra. all animal 
flesh is just doing this ... wasting that what is most precious energy. true spirituality cannot develop under such conditions. 

there are companies making the hell of money out of this brainwash. see old and wrinkled and ugly people smiling to u from 
advertisments saying how they do it ... what can be more disgusting than advertising for sex in old age? staying young at all 

cost? even at the expense of a whole generation? taking all “their resources” just to “fill stomachs with corpses of other 
beings that have been subjected to immense fear, oppression and cruelty”?  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

quote by fjodr dostojewski ... he did not only write novels but indeed wrote very interesting thinx on „zeitgeist“-issues, 
similar to friedrich hoelderlin (contemporary to j w goethe but almost impossible to translate his poetry into english) or 

spanish poet ortega y gasset (who studied in goettingen, germany) 
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die erste frau war die lilith, wurde spaeter daemonisiert, aber im grunde meint sie die freie frau der vorchristlichen / 
vorjuedischen zeit, und importierte religionen stiften nun mal verwirrung 

 
auf dem gebiet der nordvoelker gab es nie eine priesterkaste, was bester beweis ist fuer die tatsache, 

dass es auch keine lilith/eva unterscheidung gab. die menschen selbst hatten den direkten goettlichen draht und das lag 
daran, dass man im grunde vegan lebte. der rest lebte kriegerisch a la „haegar der schreckliche“ – reste davon sieht man bei 

„massakern a la faroer inseln“, folge von laendlicher perversion basierend auf „inzucht“ ueber generationen ... „reinheit – 
the fascist way“ 

 

 
 

(hier aufgepasst: alles was ideologisch dem nationalistisch-germanisch nahesteht, ist hereingefallen, weil fake: die 
deutschen haben immer nur kopiert und das sehr schlecht, denn die einen sind nordisch by nature und die anderen eben 

nicht (vielleicht sogar multiculti, nur leider kontrolliert von daheimgebliebenen und an „zucht und ordnung“ degenerierten 
menschen ... was die finstermaechte freut, die mal wieder die wahrheit verschwinden lassen wollen ... wie so immer ... da 

geschichte von den herrschenden geaendert wurde ... beste buecher zur geschichte stammen von sebastian haffner 
„deutsche geschichte“ und joachim fernau „deutschland, deutschland ueber alles“) 

 
 anders als die norweger im 2ten weltkrieg (die quasi vegetarier wurden aus not), hatte die wehrmacht alle schweine 

konfisziert fuer ihre soldaten – alles bewiesen, alles veroeffentlicht – folks are just to busy to look deep enuff 
 

cosmopan.de         fuer leseratten: buch „VegUp“ (abendlaendische geschichte) by christian vagedes 
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no woman no cry 

 

women are faster in development 

they develop in 7 year cycles, men develop in 8 year cycles 

they are ahead both mentally and physically … u could try to deny this fact like almost every 

religion did. it will b of no use, cos the nordic mythology has an answer which is mindblowing: human is made of 

hamr = huelle 

hugr = wesen 

man kennt formwandler (shapeshifter), die sich in tiere verwandeln koennen 

 

 

 

 

attila (hunnenfuerst) hatte als wesen das eines wolfes gehabt (ulfshugr) auch wenn die huelle mensch war 

jeder mensch hat eine hamingja, eine art geist, die im koerper wohnt, die sich jedoch von ihm loesen kann 

hamingja verkoerpert das glueck 

 

 cinderella ist diejenige, 
die aus dem koenigssoehnchen 

einen mann macht, indem sie 
den hirsch vor dem dummen jaeger schuetzt 

und ihm ein ideal im sinne von 
hoeherentwicklung weist. ist der hirsch gar ein 
formwandler? wo der hirsch das wahre symbol 
des christentums ist (wieder eine wahrheit, die 

vorenthalten wird von gewissen insidern) 
idealisten moegen als traeumer angesehen 

werden in der welt der pessimisten, 
konformisten und opportunisten ... dennoch 

bewahrt sie ihr ideal meist vor dem abstieg in 
die gewoehnlichkeit und beliebigkeit 

cinderella – this movie by kenneth 
branagh shows the ideal way how to 
transform a mothahugga into a real man.  
it is all done by some kind of attraction. an 
ideal which he is following during his 
development. and better he evolves to his 
real self than accepting a cheap copy 
instead. most relationships nowadays are 
stuck just because of this: no more ideal, 
just crude and disturbing reality within the 
boundaries of accepted rules and 
constraints. it is a sad thing, cos living 
should  be an expression of joy instead a 
materialisation of economical worries. 
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 if hamingja is gone: „mirror, mirror on the wall ...“ 
 

 
 

ist das der grund, warum in der amerikan. verfassung das recht auf glueck verbrieft ist ? … warum nur werden sie jetzt ein 
quasi faschistoider staat? sind sie evtl. doch schizophren? (weil sie sich nicht kennen, ihre worte nicht erinnern, denn: „jeder 

mann ein wort, jede frau ein woerterbuch“ – der spruch gilt aber nur fuer unerloeste menschen. er redet, sie gibt energie. 
 

is this this „selling one’s soul“ ? like faust did with his black magic …  
me cannot understand one thing in faust: „koennt ich zum augenblicke sagen, verweile doch, du bist so schoen, dann kann 
die spur von meinen erdentagen nicht in aeonen untergehn“ – logisch, dass in der meditation jenes moeglich ist, weil zeit 

dann anders erlebbar ist (dehnbar), aber (jetzt der hammer): zeit ist auch physisch dehnbar, wenn man im unity 
consciousness ist und food-maessig der koerper wieder so alkalisch geworden ist, dass er wie ein fluid-cristal funktioniert 

mehr dazu in walter schaube „kerngesund ohne umwege“ oder frag irgendeinen yogani 
(vegan lebenden yogi, um alle anderen wuerd ich ganz groosse boegen machen) 

 

 

jeder mensch hat fylgjur, die immer (!) weiblich sind 
sie sind innerhalb eines clans vererbbar, erscheinen im traum, sind beschuetzer, warnen vor gefahr 

maenner haben meist baeren oder woelfe, frauen haben meist meereslebewesen oder voegel 
ist das der grund fuer das sprichwort: „man wird erst erwachsen, wenn der eigene vater gestorben ist.“? 
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dvd movie „undine“ 

freedom comes with disentanglement from mind controlling substances 
 
 

 
 

ad from veganhealthandfitnessmagazine.com, aks ur local press shop  (at train stations in germany) 
 

youtube „frozen“ by madonna, youtube „i‘ m like a bird“ by nelly furtado 
nils van gogh “doppelgaenger” (youtube original official vid of it) 

every human has a “doppelgaenger” which is female 
(u could even call it “guardian angel” … me thinks) 

 
 

(the first woman … the one before eve: her name is lilith in the jewish tradition, it does not appear anymore in christian 
teachings. that is how patriarchs came into being. instead of advancing towards an ideal ... out of a free decision, men had 

to follow some guy. that is the way people became dependent. religion was an instrument to attract followers and establish 
western brainwashed societies. later religion was replaced with ...isms. the same story. both systems are collectivism. 

collectivism is this leader and follower, master and slave theme. it has been repeated over and over again ... 
 

at least now u should know what the “bund” is and 
why jewish (there is a difference between israel and jewish) and germans (there is a difference between germans and 

“deutsche”) share the same concepts as being actually from the same roots (germans are one tribe of the so called lost 
tribes of israel, like the north american natives too … human history had always been one brother fighting against the other 

endlessly repeating this kain and abel thing ... how boring! how awfully boring ... just because someone wants to please 
somebody else ... it starts with school. there u learn to please others. and without knowing it u become part of their system. 

 
it has been proven genetically recently, who were the lost tribes of israel. american indian, indoeuropean arian, arabic 

people and israelites are in fact brothers. but probably u did not notice … which is hidden from u just because u should be 
under control, and some want u to become aggressor-like, denn “wenn 2 sich streiten ... alte geschichte ... ) 

 
ask ur local mystic native religion but do not get into another trap of being 

controlled by the jokers (drugs addicts, merchants and other fake ones) 
 

shakespears sister “stay” 

(lies mal „und sie schaemeten sich nicht“ ueber „sittengeschichte in deutschland“ von joachim fernau) 
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back 2 da story 

she says to the old man: "we have enuff of everything, but we are peasants only. 
no one is paying respect to us. go and ask the birdy, perhaps it makes u into officer, 

i will be an officer’s wife then. 
 

the old man takes on his axe. he returns to the forest, finds the tree, starts bashing against its stem 
again the birds appears. "twitter here, twitter there, tell me what is ur desire!" 

 

uff, lovely birdy, can’t u transform me into an officer so that my wife becomes an officer s wife? 

(this is what has taken place in western europe now in 2015 while the rest of the world 
was ascension-ready in 2000, their emotional problems had not been solved yet) 

 

 

katharina von emmerick – breatharian and christian mystic, it may well be that those saints like her did not live that long, 

just because her fellow beings were so intrusive and of low level. especially those specialists (doctors and related 

professionals) did approach her demanding explanations and investigations of the ugliest kind. isn’t it natural that the desire 

to live on in such a world would be minimised? given the fact that she knew much more of “the beyond” than any of those 

church-priests, it seems plausible that she was not very much attached to earthly life. it makes sense that her wish to leave 

this world made her “die young”. camille claudel, robert schumann, friedrich hoelderlin, aby warburg, einstein’s youngest 

son ... they all share one fate: victims of attemptet genocide by those in power, by the “system of evil” ... 

 

go home, u should be an officer and ur spouse an officer’s wife! 
 

he returns home. on his way home people bow to him and respectfully lift 
their heads, all are in due respect. the yard is full of servants and the old 

lady is dressed like a hi ranking spouse. 
 

again they live on a while, but soon the woman wants more. 
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"whats is exceptional about being an officer? if the king wants to put 
us into jail, he will do so! just go to the birdy and ask if it can make u 

into king and myself will turn into the king’s wife!” 
 

80 % of documents in respect to coronations (getting the crown) have been falsified 
during european history and those with the loudest voice and the so called leaders 
changed history every time a new medium appeared (pergament, papyrus, book 

printing and now internet) … of course it was changed in between too, although to a 
lesser extent 

book by  norman davis “vanished kingdoms” – the history of half forgotten europe”, 
penguin books 2011 
978-3534 70841 32 0 

“verschwundene reiche” 978-3-534-25975-5, theiss.de 

 

 

 

what should the old guy do? 

he gets his axe, returns to the forest and the tree and starts hitting the 

tree 

almost every city in germany has this problem now: men cutting trees only because 
their boss told them … they cannot escape, … bound to obey their leaders out of 

dependency ... u might ask why? why they seem to go on in their mad ways? 
 

it is fear, it is fear of the unkown, it is fear of “real freedom” 

even if some city governments are more than corrupt, even if men know this, most are 
helpless and too much fear is governing their lives ... they are entangled within networx 

once they have been free, now they are only a shadow of this, bound to investments, 
to loans, income and current tax system (which is inspired by devils, of course) 

this is modern day genocide, cos the reason is clear: someone is interested in people 
without memory, people who blindly follow, people who are controllable and who are 

not independent shapers of their own destiny ... ur government is empowered by u 
 

the only way out is ignoring it completely without falling prey to lies or crime 
 

another sad truth is this: the other one’s have taken over … maybe it has begun in 
european renaissance ... a positive side exists too: now their mission is almost over, 

they already feel their emptyness, they are becoming nervous already  -   luckily there is 
still enough people who are free, fearless and leading the way to a new era 

do u see this “weberknecht”? 

it is a local spider, very kind, not 

harmful at all ... 

u see it taking a rest in some green 

plant ... looks really funny ... 

there is a myth about spiders it tells 

the story about the light of the 

world. several animals tried to bring 

the sunlite into their area. it was a 

spider who succeded in bringing lite 

to her area after two of the other 

animals failed. her net is a reminder 

of the rays of lite of the sun – 

incredible story ... 

there is one saying: “never try to 

make money out of money which u 

got cos of credit” so if u think u are 

cool, cos ur local bank gave u a loan 

and now u are a big business man ... 

think twice, cos where does this 

money come from? they produce it 

out of nowhere. ur debt is 

generating it!!! and then they make 

war, just to invest all that u are 

supposed to pay back ... omg! if u 

could see the hell that is created 

here in the western world 

if u have no money and take a loan 

... that might be okay if u cannot 

earn a living and are sure to be able 

to pay it back one day ... but making 

money out of it might bring u into 

trouble ... that is why this book u are 

reading is free of charge !!! cannot 

help it, but the system is so wrong 

that it not even allows u to do good, 

cos almost everything had been 

taken by greedy people ... not much 

left for talented people or people 

wanting to do some god, to pay 

back all that society has invested. 

the author’s university degree must 

have cost more than 200.000 euro, 

all paid by taxes ... but the medical 

system now is so wrong, that  

“nestbeschmutzendes 

whistleblowing” is the only way out 

!!! 

the old guys are determined to go in 

their mad ways and the author does not 

believe in “eure rente ist sicher”. he 

asked the “versorgungswerk”, if he could 

get the money back to pay his current 

debt. their answer was  NO!       very 

clear, their statement 

they do not have ethical guidelines for 

“their investments” with that money 
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footprint – fuss ab druck 

 

picture here is from oya magazin (oya-online.de) 

 

back to da story 
 

the small bird jumps out. twitter here and twitter there, tell me, 
what is ur desire! 

 
tell me, my lovely, precious birdy, couldn’t u make us into king and 

queen? 
 

“go home! u shall be king and ur wife shall be queen" 
 

he goes home. messengers are approaching him and yelling: "the king 

has died. u have been elected the new one!" 

 

the old one was given only a short while to govern, because to the old 

wife it seemed to low just being queen 

now, what is funny about this story? 

western societies have a style of 

living that is much more 

comfortable than almost every 

king’s life some 100 years ago. But 

where does this comfort come from? 

6 people in developing countries 

working hard just to make one fat, 

decadent and tired western citizen 

spent more money out of boredom 

and arrogance? And do not tell me 

something about a modern, eco 

conscious vegetarian lifestyle! this 

was perhaps enuff 10 years ago, but 

today we know that we would need 

1,8 planets like ours in order to 

sustain a world where everybody 

could afford leading a typical eco 

conscious western vegetarian 

lifestyle 

what is most disturbing: most 

people do not realise that they are 

brainwashed by their consumption 

of animal products. in fact they 

consume still, cos they are able to 

deduct their money spent via the 

western tax system. they rest of 

society has been run out of money, 

forced to buy as cheap as possible 

just to make a decent living, just to 

survive in those “gentrifizierend 

gierig shopping geil city low culture” 

it is no conspiracy, cos u already can 

openly access everything from 

names, companies etc. it had been 

researched by eminent sociologists 

... nevertheless, u would be stupid to 

envy those who will go to hell, ... 

never forget “if 2 are quarreling, 

who is the laughing one?” ... must 

be the one who took their soul in 

their bargain ... 

that is merchants, business ... 

 

nowadays everything u put ur 

attention on will grow within ur 

realm of life, so be wise, choose 

wisely whom u are serving, choose 

wisely which company u are working 

for, choose wisely which guy or 

organisation u are empowering with 

ur admiration, follower-mentality 

u are creator of ur own future world 

! now ! 
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power - nrj 
 
 
 

if in western europe men seem to have most of money and power then ask urself which ideal they are following … it must be 
a female kind of attractor, … “their ideal” – she must be very old now given the fact we are governed by grandmas and 

grandpas … but if they put their heirs on their thrones u will have a situation like depicted in the 2012 movie “prometheus” 
which is very good and which has a lot of incredible deleted scenes on board ... dvd version of that film:  in the extras section 

there is the deleted scene “strange bedfellows” 
 

u c this guy act very strange and he is quarelling with his wife. in the end they go down in a sexual scene, which is really 
increbible, cos how can u quarrel and almost fight physically and then luv each other physically? 

this must be the spell of the old testament: he is just talking, she is in control. then she does talk too, so we have this 
situation that he cannot talk but nonsense (he cannot express himself, no matter how hard he might try … it will sound 

foolish, no matter how much he is shouting … no way! cos she might have made the transformation from eve to Lilith (u can 
see those icons as a kind of archetype of human development. interestingly lady gaga does the same way in terms of jesus 

and judas: “jesus is my virtue , judas is the demon i cling to” (audio-cd: “born this way”) 
 

in “twilight trilogy” u can see jacob´s transformation, which is based on this kind of nordic mythology me has mentioned 
earlier in this file, this movie is much much more than just a romantic teenie hollywood kind of stuff 

 

 

 

back to da story 

"what is a king? if god wants, he sends death to u and u will 

be buried into cold soil. … so go back to the birdy 

and ask if it can make us into gods! 
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ex_machina – a must see movie from 2014. incredibly close to reality in “technology prone” cities with “technical 
universities”. u see those drunkards falling, cos their spiritual lewel is so low ... do not ask me why there are soooo many 

beer bottles lying around, being a threat to every duck`s and every canine’s and cat’s tiny feet ... the best sign that people 
here are not ready for a bright and peaceful future ... that is why karma strikes back faster and faster now ... 
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back to da story 
 

 

the old one takes his axe, finds the tree and starts bashing against it  

(this is really weird, nowadays he should have the power to run away from his wife, 
but perhaps he does still belong to the generation male / female in terms of “arbeitsteilung”, 

er repariert, sie kocht (he repairs, she cooks) … perhaps he is just attached to cheese. perhaps he does not even know vegan 
cheese.  ... OMG, what a shame … he would be lost if he should live alone by himself … if u see modern men shopping food in 

a local supermarket, u would be surprised ... perceiving their almost absolute incompetence in regard of edible food and 
“industrial junk stuff appearing like foodstuff” in order to control their status as “being brainwashed”) 

 

the small bird jumps out. "twitter here, twitter there, what do u want?" 

"be so kind to make a god out of me! 

"ok, go home, u shall be an ox, ur spouse be a pig" 

and the old one becomes an ox in an instant. he comes home and sees his spouse 

transformed into a pig. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

no picture here, just imagine it would be u 
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what happened? u think this is only a fairy tale? think again or go visiting a slaughterhouse … sit down in front of one of 

those animals in the death row and watch it, see it yelling, crying and desperately trying to escape! It is poisoned with 

antibiotics and growth hormones (perhaps like u) 

and they even took away green pastures and natural food just to make it big and fat while still being a child (the typical age 

to be slaughtered for pigs is 7 months which means these are children!!!) 

the animal’s energy - while in the death row - is building up toxins and hormones which every meat eater ingests while 

dining at k fc or b urger king (!) or mc d onalds … u can look 4 urself:  read thinx u should not read, cos in every religion’s 

origin u will find traces of this ancient story of transmigration of souls … or go to the movies and watch the right movies 

 

 

“vision” is a movie about hildegard von bingen. incredible woman and a mystik of her time, this movie is very much recommended for all 
interested in history, but please cut out this chicken food thing, cos this is past and we live in other times ... u cannot always live like 

cavemen or cavewomen ... if u do not believe me, do the following: watch “am himmel der tag” and “twilight trilogy” and pay attention 
to this “chicken eating” and “pregnancy” thing, thers is something strange in both movies about this. perhaps eating eggs or chicken 

makes humans vulnerable to witchcraft. and perhaps those souls wanting to incarnate within ur family use such tools, if there is some 
karmic debt to pay. past enemies do come as future relatives. family is nothing u can choose, it is something u are attracted to. 

unfortunately some of humans are slow to accept the fact that there is evolution going on, which means that food choices govern most 
of our evolutionary steps. food choices can safely upgraded to vegan ... time is running. 

 

wich group of professionals is closest 

to death? it is neither priests or 

slaughterhouse workers. it is doctors. 

priests do normally not see the 

corpses of the deceased. farmers do 

not kill their own cattle or pigs or 

chicken. they are much too fearful, cos 

they know their animals, their loyal 

friends who are like kids. 

slaughterhouse workers do not have 

such connection to the animals they 

kill, but they are afraid of blood and 

modern medicine. in fact, most 

dictatorship is possible only thru 

doctors collaborating with military 

personnel etc. amnesty intl. has 

published about this. “all men are 

nazis when it comes to eating animal-

flesh (meat)” – it is a fact no one can 

hide from: u eat the fear and have it 

inside, even if u are forgiven ... 

so what is left to say in respect to medical 

professionals, like doctors: they are close 

to death. they have to talk to dying 

people and they cannot hide in front of 

relatives of the one’s who have left our 

world in their institutions. they know a 

lot, from “flatliners” and other movies to 

“earthlings” by shaun monson. and they 

know the facts in operation theatres and 

from anatomy. and yet they are full of 

fears, when it comes to the test in real 

life. cos: “first u study the big world, then 

the small world, just to let it go the way 

god wants in the end” – ??? always demi-

gods, no time to develop, no time for self-

reflection. who needs demi-gods if real 

god-like people are all around? demi-gods 

can stumble and become demi-devils. the 

facts are: alcoholic substance abuse  and 

drug consumption within medical 

community is above average compared  
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? white noise – does it come down to tools ? 

 

“the host” – “seelen” has a kind of soul-transfer as topic, quite scary but in fact very close 2 reality on some very western 

continent. other movies are “hueter der erinnerung” or “divergent” or even “jupiter ascending” (bad movie with some good 

points which have some truth in it … for instance about “bees”)  

u will not wonder anymore why the Quran has an entire chapter about bees. “jupiter ascending” shows how doctors are 

becoming murderers ... but it is ridiculous how this is visualized, old style) 

 “cloud atlas”, “paris renaissance 2054”, “mexico 2033”, “lone ranger”, “dark shadows”, “maleficient”, “free birds”, “lorax” 

are much, much better movies, just to name a few … 

in respect to “matrix trilogy”: beware of misleading stuff like the scene where neo has to choose between the red and the 

blue pill just 2 break thru the mirror which separates our world from a world behind … this is a dead end in order to make 

this movie mainstream (the same as stretching it into 3 parts and all this shit of fighting and violence and stupid action, 

action, action). seems to be that u only can understand according to ur own innate wisdom. there might be better movies 

like “white noise” by a production company from cologne, germany. even “sonnenallee” has something about side effects of 

drug addiction ... 

if u are inclined to hellish game u will just pay attention to such thinx and perhaps go berserk or fall into the drug-trap … 

which for some is just this: a dead end where they can never escape anymore alone, because they fall into other realities 

(finally another world of happiness u might ask? … no, superficiality and addiction will turn this into a real hell for those 

addicts, because those are parallel worlds even more illusionary than this earthly realm …  

 

 

the worst is if the medical system captures them (u would be surprised how fast this happens with no time for u to defend ur 

sanity and bodily integrity) and puts them on “their drugs”, which is almost as detrimental to health as the street drug itself. 

u will become one of those fully adapted, scared individuals happy to return to a sick society but forever locked there … out 

of fear of urself! 

„i am dr. kafka ... i am here to help 

u“ 

“of course u are, doc. that’s why 

u’re preparing military grade 

biostimulatory electrodes, hi 

intensity capacitors” 

“u realise u locked me in a prison 

that runs on electricity?” 

“i am here to study u, to 

understand, who u are and why u 

are ...” 

every scientist who killes animals is 

equally “frozen” and following a 

“nazi-consciousness”, just for fame 

quotes on the left hand side are 

from movie “the amazing 

spiderman – rise of electro” 

those spies depicted in the movie 

and “their technology” is already a 

reflection of real lifea 

the fears of some rich guy are real 

too (“i don’t want to end up like 

my father, peter!”) 

ravencroft institue might be similar 

to present day research facilities in 

germany, switzerland, u.s.a. 

now there is right wing party in 

switzerland who won the elections 
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it is not hopeless 

 

fortunately there are other countries and other doctors. some are telling the truth and they are becoming more and more. 
as in every system there are conformists / opportunists and independent ones. lucky are those patients who can count on a 

doctor of the latter kind. if u are in need of specialist advise, u should find an experienced doctor. either has he succesfully 

overcome the same disease that u are suffering from or he is lucky enuff to have met other good patients, who might have 

helped him understand some disease. it is all due to real compassion, time and the ability to listen. let me tell u a secret: the 

greatest teacher is mother nature. doing guerilla gardening or doing anything in respect to helping plants thrive can teach u 

more about health and cosmic thinx than thousands of journals of mainstream science. we know now that plants are 

connected to spiritual realms, be it astral, causal, etc. the dark side of this is again those low level shamans. inhaling smoke 

or eating hallucinogens is a kind of robbery of knowledge. it is not very advanced and those people are stuck somewhere 

within their idea of enlightenment. it could be a dead end. they think they are gods. they might get the impression to know 

past, present and future. but it is fake, cos our universe is an open system. it can change suddenly, within a day all is re-set. 

provegan.info 

 

shown above is a page from a catalogue by unimedica.de those books by brendan brazier, who is a top-athlete are one of 

the best resources in regard to nutritional information or when it comes to recipes. he does understand nutrition and health 

better than most physicians. why? he is doing what he preaches and he is genuinely gifted and succesful. he is one of those 

phuture people leading the way to a new era. kirsten knufman is the female equivalent with her book “going raw!” 
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it is not hopeless at all for those who know 

 

when it comes to justice things are weird nowadays. once ur record has a psychiatric diagnosis u are forever stigmatized and 
the legal system is watching so close over u that u almost could never escape their surveillance anymore … all easy, all safe, 
all superficial harmony but leading to nowhere on this broad and sterilized road to hell ... they turn u into zombie, cos their 
drugs attac ur gut-brain. it is all about “side effects”. and it is still genocide in a shadow universe ... otherwise some guys 
would NOT have risked their lives just to try to wake u up. a lot of those brave people of today have been supposed to be 

already “knocked out”, they were supposed to already liquidated ... that they came back (!) or survived in other ways should 
be enuff for u to know that it is only habit and ur own devil which is controlling u with fear and worries ... in fact u are free 

now ... only attached to a lot of things out of habit ... 

 

 

to tell the truth: our world is still controlled by drug addicted individuals and watchmen of all kinds 
but it does not matter to brave individuals, just ignore it, ur devil is the only one ... u should rather b inspired by people listen 
to their heart instead of following some dark paths. the author has once met a young man. he was a soldier and supposed to 
be sent to afghanistan. he was terribly afraid of it. asking we he did not quit, all his worries made him talk, talk, talk ... and 

yet he was to weak to escape some indoctrination. perhaps it is only fear that keeps a devil’s circle of soldiers, arms and 
weapons alive. the one without fear does need no weapons, does need no army, is never war-inclined. 
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do not fall into the drug-addictive trap 
 

just listen to all records of jay-z and u will know who is ruling and why ... and do not forget the timeline! even artists can 
develop from servants of the satan (like paulo coelho in his youth) to somewhat enlightened individuals (like for instance jay-

z and beyoncé, a couple currently embracing a vegan lifestyle), perhaps they just have better access to first hand 
information about health and fitness than a poor and brainwashed european citizen 

 

 
 

all religions say that this world had been created by a lower god (demiurg). and now they will fall … that is the reason for all 
this apocalyptic movies, this it the reason for humanity still following the wrong lane of “stress, oppression, modern slavery 
and a mafia made by industry-leaders and a so called “elite” of guys in suits who really want to live forever like in this fairy 
tale – sorry for them, they seemingly do not know themselves – they are already devils ... not knowing that people would 

forgive them if they would just stop with their mad ways. in the end they won’t be able to hide anymore, neither from 
themselves, neither from society, neither from their own future, which is created by themselves (!) 

 

(watch “transfer” or “ex_machina” or even “star trek – into darkness”) 
and do watch “the dark world” (russia) and “earthlings” (u.s.a.) by shaun monson earthlings.com 
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no more brainwash – no more lies 

exit is possible via knowledge: “die neuzeit”, bi-monthly journal in german language www.die-neuzeit.org 
die-wurzel.de, zillo-medival.de, raum-und-zeit.com, veganmagazin.de, oya-online.de 

 

 finally something in relation to men and priests: 

in celtic history they had this caste of priests and paid reverence to nature and especially trees. those trees were regarded as 
holy ... the celtic people had connections to andean civilisations ..., similar to the nordic people and similar to greek people 

(believe it or not, it is already proven by now) 
most germanic tribes had no kind of priests but they had kind of scorcerers 

(with germanic the nordic tribes were meant = scandinavian and northern europe) 

 

b aware that others sometimes copied this: like for instance the germans (it is the same word but used in a very different 

context = here it means a nation around the 20th century) during WWI and WWII had copied and changed the reception of 

the nordic mythology to fit with their agenda 

the british empire and the “deutsch reich” had a trade war in WWI and who was in-between? danmark 

their minister recommended transition to vegetarian (almost vegan) food during this time cos resources were few and 
people were starving 

and behold (!) the rate of disease and number of deaths during this period dropped dramatically 
 

during WWII the “wehrmacht” confiscated all norwegian pigs in order to use them as food for their troops, the norwegians 
practically went vegetarian  

and behold (!): the norwegian became more healthy during that time 
 

 
  

is this the reason why norway and danmark do NOT have the euro currency? 
 

will those countries and the catholic PAX bank and those 4 ethically banks here (triodos for instance) 
be the least affected by our current crisis? and then? will all those come out who invested in real estate, gold and stuff? 
OMG, then the game is continuing 4ever in misery and sadness. if they think they can buy everything because they have 

money, then u might ask them: where did they get it from? since when did they take interest rates? perhaps the amount of 
interest is just the amount other do not have to earn a decent living ... omg, karma strikes back! better not being part of 

“their system” anymore ... 
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even meditation on money can yield fruit 

 

the only way out is real postmaterialism 

 

 

a real sharing economy, cos w are in midst of a changing world is emerging 
current climate is the net result of people’s ideas, thoughts and concepts 

perhaps it is getting colder here as people’s hearts are still darkened by food from 
animal concentration camps. all this energy is lurking around some exploitative industry. some companies have future, some 

have no future. what we will see is the demise and fall of exploitative companies. all what is based on oppression, modern 
slavery and environmental degradation will vanish. a true sharing economy in harmony with mother earth is emerging. we 

already have solutions for every problem on earth. it is just obscured by people following the wrong path out of habit. 
 

 
 

this is only one company offering vegan yoghurt. there is a rice yoghurt by another company with only 4 ingredients: vanilla, 
coconut, yoghurt cultures and starch. the only problem right now is ur local supermarkt. as long as they sell the same old 
rotten milk stuff, there is not enuff space for new things. but u can save money by making ur own vegan yoghurt at home. 
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watch ur sky 

 

 

 

 

 

some nordic tribes had no need of those messengers between men and gods, cos they lived in midst a world of visible and 

not visible beings with more or less supernatural powers, they did not need religion,  

cos they all had access to this realms which were integrated parts of their lives and not secluded and hidden in churches 
where one cannot see them and is being forced into accepting or made believe something which one has never experienced 

(in the sense of being a witness) oneself. 

this tribes might be the leading ones during mesolithicum, but as with all societies something happened: at one point the 

bad guys took over and the whole society got infected (perhaps via animal sacrifice) and that is why the whole cuture went 

down and their official “success story” started when they went on “raids”, when the group of “milchbubies” explored other 

countries and subjugated them with their “colonial mentality” … southern countries are more yin (like elephants), they are 

not so fierce and that is why they protected themselves even with great walls like the “chinese wall” (magiot line) 

northern – colder climate societies are more yang, which means “restless” and “active”, but lacks a true spiritual element, a 

true “inner peace of heart”, u see “their kind of purity of the blood” in bloody massakers on faroer islands. basically those 

are rural communities with inbreeding on a populations scale. epigenetics at its best ... all due to their junk food ... as 

dictated from hell 

“satansbraten” is the real cause for “WWI”, “WWII” and “WWZ” 

 

 

sky over aix la chapelle (germany) with lots of plane’s leftover and a typically hazy appearance (not healthy), picture taken in july 

2015. more is here: sauberer-himmel.de (u can call ur meteorological service and ask if they are aware of this, and if not – provide 

them with the facts, so they can save u and ur country – http://carnicominstitute.org/articles/thenandnow.htm 

if nothing happens u know this is still a “shadow world” (taken over by some bad guys a long time ago)  but perhaps u are here just 

to change this. if u are brave and independent, u can change ur whole life within a second. acting step by step, day by day, only busy 

with trying the problems of today. it is wise to completely ignore some distant future. it will be better without any fear. only now! 
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help us saving ur world – rewind some things 

 

the only way out is to change ur presence from the future using ur own past – as long as ur are locked in block time realm 

 
 
 

sky over aix la chapelle (germany) without any planes crossing – looks very healthy (july 2015) 
but unfortunately some bad guys are using the old-fashioned junk science of today for their purpose ... holding conferences  

 
about climate change and “their solution” – cloud seeding – almost no words on this in official radio shows in germany. 

ignoring the truth about animal based farming (www.cowspiracy.com) 
 

it is very sad, that this “aerosol thing” which is masking all the warming effects of greenhouse gas induced climate change is 
being exploited by old-fashioned-energy-multies to go in their mad ways: producing coal and oil based emissions the way 

they always did. thus apparently in our part of the world we cannot feel the effects of global climate change yet. the worst 
of it is junk science pushing their agenda of cloud seeding officially but using the time in between for a crime against 

humanity: doing it already totally illegal ... 
 

 they are from hell, they are creating some kind of apocalypse. their tool: radio, television and governments –  
 

“gleichschaltung made in germany” 
 

? mal wieder nix gewusst ? wie werdet ihr euch fuehlen, wenn ihr einst auf dem totenbett liegt ? 
ihr, die ihre schon immer lebtet nach dem prinzip: eine hand waescht die andere 

? glaubt ihr wirklich, dass man euch nicht vergeben kann ? wenn man weiss, wie tief ihr gesunken seid ? macht ihr deshalb 
immer so weiter auf eurem weg zur hoelle ? verdraengt immer mehr ? niemand verurteilt euch ausser ihr selbst 

diese instanz ist die seele, euer unbewusstes umfasst sie, „der mensch in seinem dunklen drange ist sich des rechten weges 
wohl bewusst“ – o koennte ihr doch mal ne NDE machen oder fuehlen, was wir fuehle ... ihr, die ihr schon „zu stein 

geworden seid“, „erforen innerlich“, „erstarrt koerperlich“, zur „salzsaeule geworden“ bereits zu lebzeiten 
 

sorry for those, sorry for „their world“ – it will be their fate, not ours 
we will stay tall, stay true, never selling our souls 

we already know death, we have been there ... some of us have been brought back from beyond 
(it is of no use if some bad guys including military do this too, their lewel is too low to be of any importance now) 

 
http://www.carnicominstitute.org/articles/thenandnow.htm 
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? perfect sense ? 

 

„paper d´arménie“, eine der aeltesten und natuerlichsen formen der belebung des raums mit gutem duft 

!!! it could be necessary for people deciding over ur future – to rekindle their senses !!! 

there is a history of every “stiftung”. do not ask me why homeopathy was neglected. there was money enuff, but it had been 
taken over in some kind of legal court action of heirs ... it is all leaked and cannot be erased ... but it can be forgiven ... 

 

is nothing new on this planet – it has been there always – hidden from u 

 

 

 

 

 

 

compare to “ex_machina” (uk 2014) movie depicted on page 15 and know: this movie is already from the past (!) 

there is other ones like “the zero theorem” (uk 2015)  showing the obsession with work and videogames in a version spiced 
with very british humour ... very funny, and no mainstream at all (dvd available) ... if u know official video by lana del rey 

(youtube it, like for instance the track: “video games”) ... or anything by pop star “pink!” u ll have all da answers.
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the northern countries did sacrifice animals and the reason might be that they had no such thing as olive trees like for 
instance the ancient greeks. however, some tribes did not eat meat cos they had oil-giving plants or traded them in and 

those tribes knew how to use those plants as a source for plant based fats. 
 the question is: how is it possible that this kind of cruel sacrificing of animals survived until our modern times (where u can 

get plant based oils as easily and to a reasonable price)? 
the answer might be isolation. there is this movie “the cove” (“die bucht”) and there is this annual slaughtering of whales in 

parts of danmark (faroer islands). this must be the end-result of secluded communities and a kind of “inbreeding” due to 
isolation. in fact is is mostly rural places where almost everybody is related genetically to everybody making them a big 

confined family. normally nature has put a boundary to such “inbreeding” via the oldest of human’s senses: the olfactory 
sense. 

 
If u cannot smell someone that means u are not made for each other 

behind all this is a connection between cell surface proteins and the major histocompatibility complex (MHC). The latter is a 
kind of marker for the immune system. in order to be physically healthy u should not mate with someone bearing MHC of 
the same structure. ur sense of smell does normally give a warning if u come close physically. so it seems to me that harsh 
climatic conditions (extreme cold weather) coupled with lacking warming facilities lead to a “slumber” of those “warning 
mechanisms” of mother nature. artificial smells via parfume, indoor pollution and deodorants are the next big threat in 

urban and rural communities. people are manipulated thru all their senses now. as child u do not know this. the author was 
very fond of the nice smell in western shops officially non-existent in eastern parts of germany ... where u could buy goods 

from the west with western currency aequivalents. (grandmother did provide ressources in tiny amounts, but enuff to 
surprise us children) u would not believe what the author was going to get being a child. it was even risky. it was regarded 
strange if someone saw u buying something in those “intershops”. so what did he buy? he bought yoghurt from the west 

with all this artifical aromes ... shame on the author ... so innocent and already brainwashed by society ... being still child!!! 
 

artificial smells from deodorants and parfums can catapult men into the arms of their own ‘relatives’ (of course not as close 
as their own family) with all those nasty consequences of “inbreeding”. european royalty knows the story of hemophilia too 

well. this kind of blood-born-disease is clearly related to inbreeding and that is the reason why almost any of those royal 
families broke with the tradition of marriage only within the circle other royals (which in fact are not royal, cos most of 
certificates have been falsified thruout history). there is inner nobility or not. it has nothing to do with status or wealth 

anymore ... absolutely nothing ... this is the truth at the end of kali-yuga. 
 

 

 

perhaps every big society made this development from good n healthy to corrupt and “sodom n gomorrha ready” (where in 

the end only some wise guys like had access to forgotten knowledge) 

just inform urself, if u know ur body – temple and if u knew how precious ur “body – temple” really is, while u are here on 
earth, u would not waste any second on following the wrong path of self-delusion and useless indulgence in material thinx, 
cos with cleaning ur body temple ur attention simply is more in tune with positive thinx and u are so elated and happy from 
inside. that u just do not care that much about ephemeral stuff like all objects that surround u. that does not mean u loose 
all contact to reality. that does not mean u fall prey to drugs and lies and betrayal, no! contrary to all who consider life as 

just another game, u simply see every living being as a holy being made by the creator and u care for and treat every being 
as such (including plants and insects). cos being in “unity consciousness” is the same as seeing in another person the person 

god intended to create (u see their perfect state ... timeless) rather than the reflection of some lower aspects of urself  
mirrored back to u (time based = illusion)... just to teach u something about urself. 

 
 in fact, there is only “unity consciousness”, separated into tiny islands of ego surrounding most humans which create some 
illusion of separation (like dark shadows around them). if they do some atrocities to others, they are hurting themselves, cos 
there is no separation. they are in trance with their enemies, and while hurting others they ban that part of themselves into 
their subconscious mind. that part produces nightmares or other unpleasant and unexpected thinx. as such dark forces do 
come back in the same manner as a boomerang. that is “reaping what u sow”. that is karma (only time based) ... there is 

only this time-lag when they have lost contact with the original event in some future. (what we are seeing now is the 
shortening of this interval for each and every person on earth). eternity is approaching in a very individual manner.  that way 
(via dreams) another reality is created. thus someone can find himself in another world after death while he was creating it 
being still on earth !!! others (who are more lucky) find themselves in circumstances where they confront this created reality 

in real life while still being on earth – they might suffer a lot but they can experience a kind of “heaven on earth” in this 
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lifetime already. life might become the fairytale u created if u reach that point. it is never an ego-thing, it has always to do 
with some grace and forgiveness by some higher beings watching over u all da time ... 

 

 

u have u b ready this time, cos again it is all about food 

the author of this audio-tape was brilliant in mythology and apparently was gifted with a lot of spiritual insights ... and yet 
he is dead already. he intentionally did exclude this nutrition thing. he was not vegan. his insights were remarkable. we truly 
cannot make no judgement at all and we should not even think about such thing. somebody related to thorwald dethlefsen 
(as a co-author) did make the transition. he is very succesful now writing books about peace food. perhaps he is so lucky to 
have a supporting wife. that is the reason for some guys to almost never drown. “das ewig weibliche” zieht sie hinan. doch 
selbst das benoetigt jetzt ein update bei allen, die im trott ihrer gewohnheit haengen ... no way for eggs stolen from hens 

even language does reflect this: chicken, chicks, ... milk drinking boys will always be in the state of “mothahugging”. this era 
is over for good. prostitution is only possible thru animal exploitation ... no one would be happy to live in a world full of 
slaughterhouses and sex slavery. all perversion is rooted in such habits. the era of darkness is ending. it is fact. it is now.  

 

u have 2 experience it by urself – word written here u already know, it is just a reminder ... not to forget 
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do not sit and allow them watch u wither 
 

“reflection does mean to know and cherish the concept of Yin and Yang. Yin and Yang are nothing but the keys to the 
heavenly kingdom. whoever does know the dance of Yin and Yang and finds a way to balance them, to those the universe 

and life becomes the biggest universal classroom that exist. to those not knowing this principle, life is a hell.” 
 

“everybody is born lucky. if someone  is not happy, then it is his own fault, cos he has violated or continues to violate the 
laws of the universe” 

 
“if in this world there is only one person or just one thing u cannot love, u will never be happy. if u are not happy, u are sick 
in ur body or in ur soul. if u are sick u should heal urself; if others are ur healers, ur healing will be incomplete, cos u loose ur 

indepencence and ur freedom.” 
 

all 3 quotes here are from georges ohsawa (nyoiti sakurazawa) from the book “le zen macrobiotique ou l’art du 
rajeunissement et de la longévité”. he was the teacher of michio kushi (known in the western world als founder of 

macrobiotic cuisine). michio kushi died a while ago. 
 

u will be surprised to find recipes including animal-flesh as meat in ohsawas recipes. the reason behind this is: he did not eat 
it and advised his readers to do one thing: chew this animal-flesh-meat as long as possible. in the end they should know 

what meat really is: a tasteless leather like substance. taste gets into it thru cooking methods and spices. that is why plant 
based protein as replacement is so successful. if u think u know it, u are mostly wrong, cos ur local supermarket does offer 

the cheapest and worst plant based sources of plant based meat only. the good stuff is more expensive due to western style 
tax system and financial system. it is all so corrupt that u must be a brave one to overcome it ... in a true postmaterialistic 
sense ... perhaps living on wild plants or nuts. and yet it is fun and u will be surprised what kind of creativity the gods will 

bestow upon u once u follow them and not those brainwashing devils in disguise – which are in fact humans and only 
humans. hell was never created by gods. hell is an earthly invention. and it will end in earthly realm as mother earth is 

healing. it is going on and it is both funny and heartwrenching “himmelhoch jauchzend doch zugleich zu tode betruebt”. 
 

unitythemovement.com 

the most intriguing of ancient mythology from nordic countries is the luv of gods for their offspring. it is told that vikings 
would risk their own life in combat just to rescue some enemy’s children. this is amazing and totally opposite to ancient 

biblical stories, where emperors killed all kids just to change history to fit to their agenda.  
 

if u believe in evolution u could argue that climatic conditions made it rare to see children grow up in colder climate. so it 
would be logical that southern emperors had been more cruel in respect to children not from their folks. the author would be 

cautious with such kind of talking. cos mother africa teaches a different story. it had been mother africa suffering most 
under european colonial mentality.  climate is hottest there. me thinks it is all about food. it was perhaps in ancient rome 

where they ate the most of junk food including animals and cows milk. in fact there have been the scythic people who have 
been milk drinkers in hippocrate’s time. they brewed alcoholic beverages too. hippocrate knew them. hippocrate being greek 
was against milk consumption. romans did drink a lot of milk. their decadency is recorded everywhere. but surprise, surprise: 
do u have an idea what is part of the coat of arms of nederland: something from the scythic people. no wonder some are still 

such “mothahuggas” ... and if u listen to daily brainwash thru netherlands radio stations u feel as being part of some bad 
american movie. if u cannot understand those lines: watch “the zero theorem” UK 2015 (funny real time sci-fi drama ... 

hitting the nail on top ... respect !!!). other non-mainstream movies might be similar like for instance “canine” (“dogtooth”) 
available via stoerkanal.de 

 
but please, upcycle and share ur favourite movies with ur friends, cos it is all about eco-footprint now or open ur own local 

free of charge library in time where money is burnt in useless so called scientific projects. most institutions are privately 
funded and thus subject to immense brainwash, cos devils are smiling, wherever  money is a driving force 

so we go without money wherever we can, we do upcycle, we do share and the future is ours 
that is 4 sure 

 

4ver grateful for hi-er beings on earth and hi-er celestial beings from beyond 

helping us in our times of need 

all copyright belongs to either artists, nature, respective museums and whoever, whatever contributed to their existence 

 


